Electrical and Delivery Requirements
Allen Pools and Spas is NOT responsible for any electrical and or work
pertaining to site platform, deck, or support.

Customer is responsible for ALL site preparation
and electrical work.
All 110 Volt spas will arrive on site with a cord that can be plugged in to appropriate electrical outlet
(receptacle provided for those required) on a dedicated line. Assuming the dedicated (single electrical
line for the hot tub only—may not power any other electrical items) is provided with appropriate
receptacle within 10’ of where spa is going and access to water is provided, Allen Pools and Spas will
assist in filling, starting, and providing a “show how” on how to use and maintain your new spa!
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This MUST be a dedicated electrical line=the only item drawing or using
electrical power on this line. ANY shared line will not run the hot tub!
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FROM
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Install 50 Amp Breaker in main
panel box in house. Run wires
from breaker out to where the
spa is going and install subpanel
as per instructions in predelivery guide.
Install wires from subpanel to
where spa will sit: provide an
extra 4’ from base of spa for
final connection.

Customer must provide pigtail with wires inside conduit from subpanel to spa base, pigtail MUST be a
minimum of 4’ from base of tub in order to make final connection. We will cut off excess wires in making final
connection. IF WIRES ARE NOT INSTALLED PRIOR TO DELIVERY WE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO START YOUR SPA ON
DELIVERY.

220 Volt Spas require a 50 amp breaker in main panel with power supply running out to where the spa is
going (presumably outside). Allen Pools and Spas will provide appropriate subpanel (weatherproof
breaker box with one or two breakers depending on the model for all 220 Volt Spas, 110 Volt spas may
be converted and subpanel purchased through Allen Pools and Spas). Once the subpanel is installed
near the new spa location wires must be run from the subpanel to spa location: these are not part of
the spa! You must purchase the wires and have a licensed electrician install. WE CAN NOT do any
electrical work! We will make the final connection assuming all wires and installation are ready ahead of
time upon our arrival. Wires to spa location must be measured to base of where the electrical comes in
to the spa with no less than an additional 4’ of wires (we can cut off excess wires).
********Please see spa pre delivery book instructions for specific wiring requirements.
We ask that customers be home to receive and acknowledge proper placement of their new hot tub.
Proper preparation and installation gets you in to hot water sooner!
By signing below I understand my responsibilities required for proper delivery and installation of my new hot tub and I
have received the pre-delivery guide for my new spa:
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Customer Print Name

Customer Signature

Date

